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Abstract. There has been significant progress in automated verification techniques based on model checking. How-
ever, scalable software model checking remains a challenging problem. We believe that this problem can be addressed
using a design for verification approach based on design patterns that facilitate scalable automated verification. In this
paper, we present a design for verification approach for highly dependable concurrent programming using a design
pattern for concurrency controllers. A concurrency controller class consists of a set of guarded commands defining a
synchronization policy, and a stateful interface describing the correct usage of the synchronization policy. We present
an assume-guarantee style modular verification strategy which separates the verification of the controller behavior
from the verification of the conformance to its interface. This allows us to execute the interface and behavior verifica-
tion tasks separately using specialized verification techniques. We present a case study demonstrating the effectiveness
of the presented approach.
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1. Introduction

Automated software verification techniques based on model checking have improved significantly in recent years.
When combined with the increasing computing power, these techniques are capable of analyzing complex software
systems as demonstrated by numerous case studies. However, most applications of software model checking rely on a
reverse engineering step in which either user guidance [24] or static analysis techniques [3, 25] (or both [11]) are used
to rediscover some information about the software that may be known to its developers at design time. We believe
that a design for verification approach that enables software developers to document the design decisions that can be
useful during verification, can improve the scalability and therefore the applicability of model checking techniques
significantly [8].

In this paper, we present a design for verification approach for synchronization in concurrent Java programs. Reli-
able concurrent programming is especially important for Java programmers since threads are an integral part of Java.
Efficient thread programming in Java requires conditional waits and notifications implemented with multiple locks
and multiple condition variables with associated synchronized, wait, notify and notifyAll statements. Concurrent
programming using these synchronization primitives is error-prone, with common programming errors such as nested
monitor lockouts, missed or forgotten notifications, slipped conditions, etc. [29].

We present a behavioral design pattern called concurrency controller pattern for implementing synchronization
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policies that coordinate interactions among multiple threads [5]. Concurrency controller pattern facilitates modu-
lar specification and verification, and also provides support for model extraction and environment generation steps
required for model checking. In this pattern, a concurrency controller class encapsulates the variables and actions
required for concurrency control and specifies the synchronization policy. We show that both safety and liveness prop-
erties of concurrency controllers can be automatically verified using a modular verification approach. We use stateful
interfaces to decouple a controller’s behavior from its environment. This decoupling enables an assume-guarantee
style modular verification strategy which separates verification of the controller behavior (behavior verification) from
the verification of the conformance of the threads to the controller interface (interface verification). The modularity
and the specialization of the verification tasks are crucial for the scalability of our approach.

We show that concurrency controllers can be automatically optimized using the specific notification pattern. In the
presented approach, programmers do not use the error-prone synchronization statements: synchronized, wait, notify
and notifyAll. Synchronization statements are either provided in the pre-defined classes, or generated automatically
during optimization.

An overview of our framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. A program written based on the concurrency controller
pattern consists of controllers, their interfaces, and the rest of the program. These components are shown on the left
side of Fig. 1. The tools we built to support our design for verification approach are shown in the main box. For
behavior verification, a controller and its interface are given to our automated behavior translator tool. The behavior
of each controller is verified separately. The translator outputs a behavioral specification of the controller in the input
language of the infinite state model checker Action Language Verifier (ALV) [9, 41]. This specification is verified with
respect to user defined properties. The result of this phase is either a certification that the controller satisfies the user
defined properties, or a counter-example error trace demonstrating the violation of a property. In addition, we provide
a counting abstraction module to verify the behavior of a concurrency controller for arbitrary number of threads. For
the interface verification, the input is the controller interfaces and the rest of the program. The model checker we
use for interface verification is Java PathFinder (JPF) [39]. Interface verification is performed on each concurrent
thread separately. For this purpose, the interactions among the threads are abstracted by stub substitution and by
replacing controllers with their interfaces. We also use JPF’s nondeterminism utilities to create the environment of the
threads. These modified programs are given to JPF to check the conformance of a thread to the controller interfaces.
The result of the interface verification is either an assurance that the threads obey the controller interfaces, or an
error trace showing the violation in the implementation with respect to the controller interfaces. In addition to the
verification processes, our framework provides a notification optimizer that eliminates unnecessary context switches
among concurrent threads using the specific notification pattern [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concurrency controller pattern. Section 3
presents the formal models for the verification framework presented in this paper. Section 4 discusses the verification
techniques for behavior and interface verification. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is investigated in a
case study described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. Concurrency Controller Pattern

Our goal in this work is to provide a design for verification approach for highly dependable synchronization in multi-
threaded programs that have a set of concurrently accessed shared data and that require conditional waits and noti-
fications for synchronization. In order to achieve this goal we developed a design pattern that resolves the following
design forces:

• The implementation should be verifiable. There should be a scalable automated verification framework which
ensures that the synchronization policies are correct with respect to desired safety and liveness properties. In
recent years, there has been considerable progress in automated verification techniques for concurrent systems
based on model checking. It should be possible to leverage this technology for the verification of synchronization
policies.

• The implementation should avoid common concurrent programming errors. Usage of error-prone synchronization
statements such as synchronized, wait, notify, and notifyAll should be avoided to prevent common program-
ming errors such as nested monitor lockouts, missed or forgotten notifications, and slipped conditions [29].

• The synchronization policy should be pluggable. Encapsulating the synchronization policy with the implementation
of the shared data classes downgrades the reusability of the code. It is time consuming and error-prone to modify
the code to support new synchronization policies.

• Shared data classes should be maintainable. Encapsulating the implementation of the shared data with the syn-
chronization operations makes modification of the shared data classes difficult. Managing synchronization among
multiple threads and updating the states of the shared objects are separate concerns and it should be possible to
modify them separately.

• There should be an efficient mechanism to prevent unnecessary context-switch among threads. The specific no-
tification pattern [10] avoids context-switch overhead through multiple condition variables, multiple locks and
notifications. However, the correct usage of these multiple locks and dependency analysis for correct notification
is not easy to implement.

The concurrency controller pattern presented in this paper resolves these design forces. In the concurrency con-
troller pattern, synchronization policies are implemented using guarded commands preventing error-prone usage of
synchronization statements. The concurrency controller pattern separates the synchronization operations from the op-
erations that change the shared object’s internal state. This decoupling makes the synchronization policy pluggable and
improves the maintainability of the code. We exploit this decoupling by using a modular verification technique based
on controller interfaces. The modularity improves the efficiency of the verification process and enables us to verify
large systems by utilizing different verification techniques such as infinite state symbolic model checking and explicit
state model checking with their associated strengths. The concurrency controller pattern also resolves the difficulty in
efficient implementation of synchronization policies since we provide an automated optimization technique based on
the specific notification pattern.

Fig. 2 shows the class diagram for the concurrency controller pattern. The ControllerInterface is a Java inter-
face that defines the names of the actions available to the threads. The Controller class specifies the synchroniza-
tion policy. Multiple threads use an instance of the Controller class to coordinate their access to shared data. The
ControllerStateMachine class is the controller interface that specifies the order of actions that can be executed by
the threads. This class has an instance of the StateMachine class that supports specification of finite state machines
and can be used as is. SharedInterface is the Java interface for the shared data. The actual implementation of the
shared data is the Shared class. The SharedStub class specifies the constraints on accessing the shared data based on
the interface states of the concurrency controller. We will explain these classes in more detail below.

2.1. Concurrency Controller Behavior

When applying the concurrency controller pattern, the Controller class in Fig. 2 is used for defining the behavior
of the concurrency controller (i.e., this is the class where the synchronization policy is defined). The variables of the
Controller class store only the state information required for concurrency control. Each action of the Controller

class is associated with an instance of the Action class and consists of a set of guarded commands. The code for the
Action class is the same for each controller implementation. To write a concurrency controller class based on the
pattern in Fig. 2, a developer only needs to write the constructor for the Controller class, in which a set of guarded
commands is defined for each action. Each method in the controller just calls the blocking or nonblocking method
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Fig. 2. Concurrency controller pattern class diagram

class BBMutexController implements BBMutex{
boolean busy; int count; final int size;
final Action act_consume_acquire, act_produce_acquire, act_release;
BBMutexController(int size){
count=0; busy=false; this.size=size;
act_consume_acquire=new Action(this,new GuardedCommand(){
public boolean guard(){ return count>0 && !busy;}
public void update(){count=count-1; busy=true;}}}

act_produce_acquire=new Action(this,new GuardedCommand(){
public boolean guard(){ return count<size && !busy;}
public void update(){count=count+1; busy=true;}}}

act_release=new Action(this,new GuardedCommand(){
public boolean guard(){ return busy;}
public void update(){busy=false;}}}

}
public void consume_acquire(){act_consume_acquire.blocking();}
public void produce_acquire(){act_produce_acquire.blocking();}
public void release(){act_release.blocking();}

}

Fig. 3. BB-MUTEX implementation based on the concurrency controller pattern

of the corresponding action. A blocking action causes the calling thread to wait until one of the guarding conditions
becomes true whereas a nonblocking action does not cause the calling thread to wait.

As an example, consider a class called Buffer which is a data buffer implementation with two methods void

put(Object obj) and Object take()where the take operation removes an item from the buffer and the put operation
puts an item to the buffer. Assume that this data buffer is going to be shared among multiple threads. Hence, we need
to implement a synchronization policy to coordinate the accesses to this shared buffer. One possible synchronization
policy is as follows: The accesses to the shared buffer should be mutually exclusive. In addition, the synchronization
policy should ensure that a thread that wants to put an item to the buffer will wait while the buffer is full. Similarly, a
thread that wants to take an item from the buffer will wait while the buffer is empty. We will call this synchronization
policy BB-MUTEX, a bounded buffer synchronized with a mutex lock.

The BB-MUTEX synchronization policy can be implemented as a concurrency controller using three variables and
three actions. The variables are busy, count, and size. Here, busy denotes whether there is a thread in the critical sec-
tion, count denotes the number of items in the buffer, and size denotes the size of the buffer. The controller actions are
consume acquire, produce acquire, and release. The BBMutexController class in Fig. 3 shows an implementation
of the BB-MUTEX controller.
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public class Action{
protected final Object owner;
private final Vector gcV;
public Action(Object owner, Vector gcs){...}
public Action(Object owner, GuardedCommand gc){...}
private boolean GuardedExecute(){
boolean result=false;
for(int i=0; i<gcV.size(); i++)
try{
if(((GuardedCommand)gcV.get(i)).guard()){
((GuardedCommand)gcV.get(i)).update();
result=true; break; }

}catch(Exception e){}
return result;

}
public boolean nonblocking(){
synchronized(owner) {
boolean result=GuardedExecute();
if (result) owner.notifyAll();
return result; }

}
public void blocking(){
synchronized(owner) {
while(!GuardedExecute()) {
try{owner.wait();}
catch (Exception e){} }
owner.notifyAll(); }

}
}

Fig. 4. Action class
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Fig. 5. Concurrency controller interface for BB-MUTEX

We specify the behavior of a concurrency controller in a guarded command style similar to that of CSP [26]. Since
the Java language does not have a guarded command structure, we provide the GuardedCommand interface and the
Action class which can be used as is without any modifications. Each instance of the Action class has a vector of
guarded commands that defines its behavior. The code for the Action class is given in Fig. 4.

The Action class implements the guarded command semantics as follows. The Action class has three significant
methods. The GuardedExecute method is used for executing one of the guarded commands of the action. If all the
guards evaluate to false, then this method returns false. The execution of a blocking action is implemented by the
blocking method. When a thread calls a blocking action, it has to execute a guarded command. Therefore, if the
GuardedExecute method does not execute one of the guarded commands, then the thread waits in a loop, until it
is notified by another thread. The execution of a nonblocking action is implemented by the nonblocking method.
This method calls the GuardedExecute and notifies the other threads if a guarded command is executed. Note that, a
nonblocking action does not cause the calling thread to wait. A nonblocking action returns true if a guarded command
is successfully executed and returns false if the guards of all its guarded commands are false.

2.2. Concurrency Controller Interface

The interface of a concurrency controller defines the acceptable call sequences for each thread that uses the controller.
Note that, controller interfaces have states and cannot be specified as Java interfaces. In the concurrency controller
pattern, we specify the controller interfaces as Java classes. The ControllerStateMachine class in Fig. 2 defines the
controller interface. This class encodes the state machine defining the allowed action call sequences. To encode the
state machine we provide a StateMachine class, which is a finite state machine implementation and can be used as
is. The ControllerStateMachine has the same set of methods as the concurrency controller itself. When a method
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public BBMutexStateMachine implements BBMutex{
StateMachine sm;
public final static int IDLE=0, RPROD=1, PROD=2;
public final static int RCONS=3, CONS=4;
public BBMutexStateMachine(int sz){
sm=new StateMachine(5);
sm.initial(IDLE);
sm.addTransition("produce_acquire",IDLE,RPROD);
...

}
public void produce_acquire(){
sm.transition("produce_acquire");}

...
}

public class BufferStub implements Buffer{
....
public Object take(){
assert(controller.inState(BBMutexStateMachine.RCONS));
controller.change(BBMutexStateMachine.CONS);

}
public Object put(){
assert(controller.inState(BBMutexStateMachine.RPROD));
controller.change(BBMutexStateMachine.PROD);

}
...

}

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Parts of the controller interface implementation for BB-MUTEX

of the controller interface is called, the transition method of the StateMachine with the corresponding action name
is invoked. This transition(action) method first executes an assertion which checks that the current state is a state
where the action can be executed, and then sets the current state to the target state of that transition.

The controller interface is also used to specify when the methods of the shared data objects can be executed.
Recall the bounded buffer example discussed above. One requirement, for example, should be that the synchronization
method consume acquire should be called before the take method of the buffer is called. In the concurrency controller
pattern, these constraints are specified as assertions in a data stub class, shown as SharedStub in Fig. 2.

The interface machine for the BB-MUTEX concurrency controller is shown in Fig. 5. This interface machine has
five states: IDLE, RPROD (denoting that the corresponding thread is ready to produce an item), PROD (denoting that an
item is produced), RCONS (denoting that the corresponding thread is ready to consume an item), and CONS (denoting
that an item is consumed), with IDLE being the initial state. The interface state machine shows how the interface state
changes when an action is executed. The BB-MUTEX controller interface, for example, states that a thread using the
BB-MUTEX controller should only execute (i.e. call) the release action after executing the produce acquire or the
consume acquire actions of the controller. It also states that the take method of the Buffer can only be executed
immediately after executing the consume acquire action and the put method of the Buffer can only be executed
immediately after executing the produce acquire action.

This controller interface can be defined with a BBMutexStateMachine class shown in Fig. 6(a) by using a
StateMachine instance, and a BufferStub class to define when the methods of the Buffer should be invoked as
shown in Fig. 6(b). In Fig. 6(a), the states IDLE, RPROD, PROD, RCONS, and CONS are encoded as integer constants. The
transitions are defined in the constructor. A method of the BBMutexStateMachine class contains only the invocation
of the corresponding transition in the state machine instance, e.g., the produce acquire method invokes the transition
from IDLE to RPROD. In Fig. 6(b), the methods of the BufferStub contains the assertions specifying the access rules of
the method, e.g., the take method of the Buffer can be executed only in the RCONS state.

2.3. Optimizing Concurrency Controllers

Concurrency controllers written using the design pattern given in Fig. 2 may be inefficient because of the following
reasons: 1) The pattern in Fig. 2 does not use specific notification, hence, after every state change in the concurrency
controller all the waiting threads are awakened, increasing the context-switch overhead; 2) The inner classes used
in the pattern in Fig. 2 and the large number of method invocations may degrade the performance. To solve both of
these problems, we automatically optimize the concurrency controllers using a source-to-source transformation. The
optimized controller class 1) uses the specific notification pattern [10], 2) does not have any inner classes, and 3) min-
imizes the number of method invocations. During this transformation, a notification dependency analysis is required
to implement the specific notification pattern. Such an analysis can be difficult and complicated to do manually. Our
optimizer uses the algorithm presented by Yavuz-Kahveci et al. [42] to compute these dependencies automatically.
Fig. 7 is an excerpt from the optimized version of BB-MUTEX controller generated from the source given in Fig. 3.
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class BBMutexController implements BBMutex{
private boolean busy; private int count; private final int size;
private Object Condconsume_acquire, Condproduce_acquire, Condrelease;
public BBMutexController(int size){....}
private boolean Guarded_consume_acquire(){
boolean result=false;
synchronized(this) {
if(count>0 && !busy){
count=count-1; busy=true; result=true;}

else; }
return result;

}
public void consume_acquire(){
synchronized(Condconsume_acquire){
while (!Guarded_consume_acquire()){
try{ Condconsume_acquire.wait();
} catch(InterruptedException e){}}}

synchronized(Condrelease){Condrelease.notifyAll();}
}
....
private boolean Guarded_release(){
boolean result=false;
synchronized(this){
if(busy){

busy = false;result=true;}
else;}

return result;
}
public void release(){
synchronized(Condrelease){
while (!Guarded_release()){
try{Condrelease.wait();
}catch(InterruptedException e){}}}

synchronized(Condproduce_acquire){Condproduce_acquire.notifyAll();}
synchronized(Condconsume_acquire){Condconsume_acquire.notifyAll();}

}
}

Fig. 7. BBMutexController class produced by optimization

3. Formal Models

In this section we present the formal models for our modular verification approach. We first define an interface model.
Then, we introduce the formal semantics of the concurrency controllers. We continue with presenting an abstract
model for concurrent and distributed programs. After the presentation of these models, we discuss the formal basis of
our modular interface and behavior verification techniques.

3.1. Interface Model

The interface of a concurrency controller specifies the allowed sequencing of controller actions and shared data op-
erations. An interface I = (Q, q0, Σ, δ, F ) is a finite state machine where Q is the finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the
initial state, Σ is the input alphabet, δ : Ω → Q is the transition function, where Ω ⊆ Q×Σ denotes the set of actions
allowed in each state, and F = {q0} is the set of final states. An action sequence w ∈ Σ∗ is a legal sequence of the
interface I = (Q, q0, Σ, δ, F ) if, starting from q0 and executing I with respect to w, reaches a state in F .

Consider our running example where the BB-MUTEX controller is used for coordinating the concurrent accesses
to the shared Buffer. The interface specification I = (Q, q0, Σ, δ, F ) for this controller is shown in Fig. 5. The set
of interface states is Q = {IDLE, RPROD, RCONS, PROD, CONS}, the initial state is q0 =IDLE, and the set of final
states is F = {IDLE}. The input alphabet is Σ = {put, take, produce acquire, consume acquire, release}.
The transition function δ for this interface is shown as arrows in Fig. 5.

Note that, since δ is a function, given a state q and an action σ there is only one next state. This determinism does
not affect the expressiveness of the interface model since any nondeterministic finite state machine can be converted
to an equivalent deterministic finite state machine.
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3.2. Concurrency Controller Semantics

A concurrency controller is a tuple CC = (Γ, IC, A, I), where Γ is the set of controller variables, IC is the initial
condition, A is the set of actions, and I is the controller interface. For example, for the BB-MUTEX concurrency
controller, Γ = { busy, count, size } and A = { consume acquire, produce acquire, release }. The concurrency
controller variables are private and can only be modified or accessed via the actions of CC. The initial condition
denotes the initial values assigned to the concurrency controller variables in the constructor of the controller class.
Formally, IC is a predicate on the concurrency controller variables in Γ, i.e., IC :

∏
γ∈Γ DOM(γ) → {TRUE, FALSE},

where DOM(γ) denotes the domain of the concurrency controller variable γ and
∏

γ∈Γ DOM(γ) denotes the Cartesian
product of the variable domains. For the BB-MUTEX IC ≡ ¬busy ∧ count= 0.

The semantics of a concurrency controller specification CC is a transition system T (CC)(n) = (IT, ST, RT )
where n is the parameter denoting the number of threads, ST is the set of states, IT ⊆ ST is the set of initial states,
and RT ⊆ ST × ST is the transition relation. The transition system T (CC)(n) represents all possible behaviors of a
controller object when it is shared among n threads and assuming that each thread uses the controller object according
to its interface. The initial states correspond to the states of the controller at the end of the execution of the constructor
method. The transition relation RT represents the behavior of the controller object by recording its state at the end of
the execution of each controller method that corresponds to an action.

The set of states is defined as the Cartesian product of the concurrency controller variable domains and the states
of the threads, ST =

∏
γ∈Γ DOM(γ) ×

∏n
Q. Note that, the state of a thread is represented by an interface state and

there is one interface state per thread.
We introduce the following notation. Given a state s ∈ ST and a controller variable γ ∈ Γ, s(γ) ∈ DOM(γ)

denotes the value of the variable γ in state s. Given a state s ∈ ST and a set of variables Γ′ ⊆ Γ, s(Γ′) ∈
∏

γ∈Γ′

denotes the projection of state s to the domains of the variables in Γ′. Finally, given a state s and a thread t, where
1 ≤ t ≤ n, s(Q)(t) ∈ Q denotes the state of thread t in s, and s(Q − t) ∈

∏n−1
Q denotes the projection of state s

to the states of all the threads except thread t.
The initial states of the transition system T (CC)(n) is defined as IT = {s | s ∈ ST ∧ IC(s) ∧ ∀1 ≤ t ≤

n, s(Q)(t) = q0}
The set of actions, A, specifies the behavior of the concurrency controller. Each action a ∈ A consists of a set

of guarded commands a.GC. Each action has a blocking/nonblocking tag. For each guarded command gc ∈ a.GC,
guard gc.g is a predicate on the variables Γ, gc.g :

∏
γ∈Γ DOM(γ) → {TRUE, FALSE}. For each guarded command

gc ∈ a.GC, the update gc.u is defined on controller variables gc.u =
∏

γ∈Γ DOM(γ) →
∏

γ∈Γ DOM(γ).
Let q ∈ Q be an interface state and a ∈ A be an action. We will define a transition relation RT(q,a) ⊆ ST × ST ,

which corresponds to executing the action a at interface state q. We define RT u
(q,a), the transition relation when one

guarded command is executed, as

RT u
(q,a) = {(s, s′) | s, s′ ∈ ST ∧ (∃gc ∈ a.GC, gc.g(s(Γ)) ∧ s′(Γ) = gc.u(s(Γ)))

∧ (∃1 ≤ t ≤ n, s(Q)(t) = q ∧ s′(Q)(t) = δ(q, a) ∧ s′(Q − t) = s(Q − t))}

If the action a is blocking, then the transition relation for the tuple (q, a) is defined as RT(q,a) = RT u
(q,a). If the action

a is nonblocking, then RT(q,a) = RT u
(q,a) ∪ RT nb

(q,a) where RT nb
(q,a) denotes the case where none of the guards of a

evaluate to TRUE

RT nb
(q,a) = {(s, s′) | s, s′ ∈ ST ∧ s′(Γ) = s(Γ) ∧ (∀gc ∈ a.GC, ¬gc.g(s(Γ)))

∧ (∃1 ≤ t ≤ n, s(Q)(t) = q ∧ s′(Q)(t) = δ(q, a) ∧ s′(Q − t) = s(Q − t))}

The transition relation RT of the transition system T (CC)(n) is defined as RT =
⋃

(q,a)∈Ω RT(q,a) where Ω denotes
the set of actions allowed in each interface state (see the definition of the interface transition function in Section 3.1).

We define execution paths of the transition system T (CC)(n) based on RT as follows: An execution path
s0, s1, . . . is a path such that s0 ∈ IT and ∀i ≥ 0, (si, si+1) ∈ RT .

We use the temporal logic CTL [15] to state properties about concurrency controllers. Let AP denote the set
of atomic properties, where a property p ∈ AP is a predicate on the concurrency controller variables in Γ, p :∏

γ∈Γ DOM(γ) → {TRUE, FALSE}. A concurrency controller CC satisfies a CTL formula f , if and only if, ∀n ≥ 0,
all the initial states of the transition system T (CC)(n) satisfy the formula f .
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3.3. Program Model

In this section, we first introduce an abstract execution model for concurrent programs implemented using the concur-
rency controller pattern. Then, we define two projection functions on this model in order to explain the formal basis
for the interface and behavior verification steps.

3.3.1. A Model for Concurrent Programs

We assume that, in a concurrent program P , there are three types of threads: 1) the main thread, 2) the threads that
are created by other threads explicitly, and 3) the threads that are created implicitly by, for example, the Java Runtime
Environment. In Java, an explicit thread is created with the invocation of the start() method of a class that extends
java.lang.Thread or implements java.lang.Runnable. The implicit threads are the event thread
(java.awt.EventDispatchThread) that dispatches the graphical user interface (GUI) events and the RMI threads
that serve the remote method invocations. We assume that the runtime environment creates one implicit thread for
each RMI connection.

In order to develop a formal model for concurrent programs we use the following assumptions: 1) The shared
variables are known and are implemented based on the concurrency controller pattern. Hence, the only shared variables
in the program are the concurrency controllers and the shared data protected by these controllers. A variable is shared
if more than one thread accesses that variable during a program execution. Using an escape analysis [14, 7, 27] one
can find the set of shared variables to confirm this assumption. 2) The shared data is not primitive type. Otherwise, the
concurrency controller pattern cannot be applied since the pattern requires an interface machine for the shared data.
Also, the fields of the shared data are private and the only way to access or modify these fields is through method
calls. 3) Suppose a thread t uses more than one controller. We assume that t executes an action of a controller if it
is at the initial interface state (which is the only final state) with respect to all other controllers. However, we allow
composition of interfaces of concurrency controllers which then relaxes this restriction [4]. 4) To simplify the program
model we assume that the methods of the shared data are basic methods, that is, they do not invoke other methods.
This assumption can be relaxed too.

Before formulating a program configuration and execution, we define the program stores in a concurrent program.
A shared store mapping is defined as ρ ∈ Sh : V →

⋃
v∈V DOM(v) ∪ ⊥ where V is the set of program variables that

are accessed by more than one thread. Given v ∈ V , a shared store mapping ρ(v) returns the value of v if v is visible to
more than one thread, and otherwise returns ⊥ . We assume that the mappings are correct with respect to types. I.e., for
all ρ ∈ Sh and v ∈ V , ρ(v) ∈ DOM(v)∪⊥ . Based on our first assumption, the elements of V to be used in shared store
mappings are known. Intuitively, ρ represents the shared stores in program P through which the concurrent threads
communicate with each other. We define a local store mapping for a thread as follows. Given a thread t, the local store
mapping of t is `t ∈ Lcl(t) : V →

⋃
v∈V DOM(v) ∪ ⊥ where V is the set of program variables that are accessed by t.

Given v ∈ V , a local store mapping `t(v) returns the value of v if v is visible only to t and returns ⊥ otherwise. We
assume the local mappings are also correct with respect to types. Intuitively, `t represents the local stores of t that are
accessed only by t. Suppose `t(v) 6= ⊥ and ρ(v) = ⊥ at a program configuration, and v becomes visible to more
than one thread at the next program configuration. Then, the shared store mapping becomes ρ′(v) 6= ⊥ and the local
store mapping becomes `′t(v) = ⊥ .
Program Configurations: A configuration of a program implemented based on the concurrency controller pattern
consists of a shared store mapping (ρ ∈ Sh), a local store mapping for each thread t (`t ∈ Lcl(t)), and a control
state for each thread t (αt ∈ Ctl(t)) which is the program counter of t. Hence, the set of program configurations is
Sh ×

∏
t∈T (Lcl(t) × Ctl(t)) where T is the finite set of threads. The number of threads in a program changes during

the program execution with explicit thread creations and thread terminations. We represent the set of threads at a
configuration as c(T ). We assume that all of the implicit threads are created at the beginning of the program execution.
Then, the threads at the beginning of the program execution are: the main thread tm, the event thread te and one thread
for each RMI connection, tr1

, tr2
, . . . , trk

. A program starts with an initial configuration c0 = (ρ0, `
tm

0 , αtm

0 , `te

0 , αte

0 ,

`
tr0

0 , α
tr1

0 , `
tr1

0 , α
tr2

0 , . . . , `
trk

0 , α
trk

0 ) where ρ0 ∈ Sh is the initial shared store mapping that returns ⊥ for every
variable, `tm

0 ∈ Lcl(tm) is the initial local store mapping of the main thread tm, αtm

0 ∈ Ctl(tm) is the initial control
state of tm, `te

0 ∈ Lcl(te) is the initial local store mapping of the event thread te, αte

0 ∈ Ctl(te) is the initial control state
of te, and, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, `

trj

0 ∈ Lcl(trj
) is the initial local store mapping of the RMI thread trj

, and α
trj

0 ∈ Ctl(trj
)

is the initial control state of trj
. The program configuration changes with an input event or with the execution of an

operation by one of the concurrent threads.
Operations and Input Events: Given a thread t, we denote an operation that t can execute as opt. There are five types
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of operations: local operations, shared operations, thread creation, thread termination, and environment interaction
operations. We will use op to denote any kind of operation.

Local operations are the operations that change only a thread’s local store mapping and its control state, and
that are not environment interaction operations. Given a thread t, a local operation performed by t is defined as
lopt : Lcl(t) × Ctl(t) → Lcl(t) × Ctl(t). We do not define the granularity of local operations in our formal model.
As long as it does not access or modify any shared variable, a local operation may correspond to a single statement, a
sequence of statements or a whole method execution.

Shared operations are the operations through which threads interact with each other. These operations are either a
read from a shared variable or a write to a shared variable. Recall that a shared variable can be either a concurrency
controller instance or a shared data protected by a controller. Based on the concurrency controller pattern, all of the
shared operations are known beforehand. A shared operation performed by t is defined as sopt : Sh × Ctl(t) →
Sh × Ctl(t).

The thread creation operation is a special type of interaction used for creating explicit threads. Let t be the thread
that creates the explicit thread t′ with the operation tcopt. We define this type of operation as tcopt : Sh × Lcl(t) ×
Ctl(t) → Sh × Lcl(t) × Ctl(t) × Lcl(t′) × Ctl(t′). With a thread creation operation there are zero or more program
variables that become visible to more than one thread. Let tcopt(ρi, `

t
i, α

t
i) = (ρi+1, `

t
i+1, α

t
i+1, `

t′

0 , αt′

0 ) be a thread
creation operation where ρi, ρi+1 ∈ Sh, `t

i, `
t
i+1 ∈ Lcl(t), αt

i , α
t
i+1 ∈ Ctl(t), `t′

0 ∈ Lcl(t′) is the initial local store
mapping for thread t′, and αt

0 ∈ Ctl(t′) is the initial control state of t′. Let v ∈ V be a variable where `t
i(v) 6= ⊥

and ρi(v) = ⊥ and assume that v becomes visible to t′ during the thread creation operation. Then, `t
i+1(v) = ⊥ and

ρi+1(v) = `t
i(v). Note that, the only influence of a thread creation operation on the shared variables is to change their

visibility. Another effect of a thread creation operation is to change the set of threads within the program configuration.
Let tcopt be a thread creation operation, c be the program configuration just before the execution of tcopt, and c′ be
the program configuration just after the execution of tcopt. Then, c′(T ) = c(T )∪{t′}. Also, c′ contains the local store
mappings and the control state of all the threads existing in c and the new thread t′ (Lcl(t′) and Ctl(t′)). The other type
of operation that changes the set of threads in a program is the thread termination operation (tdopt). If c and c′ are
the program configurations right before and after the execution of a termination operation tdopt, respectively, then,
c′(T ) = c(T ) \ {t}.

Environment interaction operations are the operations that a thread performs to communicate with its environ-
ment and that are not shared operations. The environment interaction operation types are 1) GUI operations, 2) RMI
operations, 3) file read and write operations, 4) socket operations, and 5) command line argument read. We assume
that the environment interaction operations do not affect the shared variables directly. A thread can reflect the ef-
fect of an environment interaction operation to the shared variables by executing shared operations after the exe-
cution of an environment interaction operation. An environment interaction operation performed by t is defined as
eopt : Lcl(t) × Ctl(t) → Lcl(t) × Ctl(t).

The other form of environment interaction is through input events. Input events are triggered outside of the pro-
gram. For example, a button click event is an input event that is triggered by a user and delivered to the program. The
input events can be GUI events (denoted as eg) or the RMI events (denoted as er).

The GUI events are handled by the event thread te; therefore, a GUI event affects the configuration of te. Since the
input events are triggered outside of the program, we assume that they do not affect the shared variables directly. The
GUI events change the local store of te and te can later alter the shared variables by performing shared operations. An
input event for a program is defined as eg : Lcl(te) × Ctl(te) → Lcl(te) × Ctl(te).

Let us clarify our model for remote method invocation before we define the RMI events. Suppose a thread t of a
program P invokes a remote method published by a program P ′. This request is delivered to the runtime environment
of P ′ and handled with the implicit RMI thread tr that is responsible for this RMI connection. The remote method
invocation by the thread t in P corresponds to an RMI operation (which is an environment interaction operation as
discussed above). The request delivered to the RMI thread tr in program P ′ corresponds to an RMI event. We define
an RMI event captured by an RMI thread tr as er : Lcl(tr) × Ctl(tr) → Lcl(tr) × Ctl(tr).
Program Execution: We will define the transitions in a program P with a relation RP : C × C where C is the set of
configurations of P . These transitions occur with an input event or with the execution of an operation by one of the
threads. Let (c, c′) ∈ RP be a transition of the program P with an operation opt or event e. The configuration c is
the program configuration just before opt (or e), and the configuration c′ is the program configuration just after the
completion of opt (or e). Below we define a number of transition relations for each operation and event type. Then,
we give the definition of R based on these relations.

We introduce the following notations. Given a program configuration c, c(Sh) ∈ Sh denotes the shared store
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mapping at the configuration c. Given a thread t ∈ T and a program configuration c, c(Lcl(t)) ∈ Lcl(t) denotes the
local store mapping of t and c(Ctl(t)) ∈ Ctl(t) denotes the control state of t at the configuration c.

We now define Rsopt , the transition relation for the execution of a shared operation by a concurrent thread t. Recall
that a shared operation is either a concurrency controller action execution or a shared data method invocation. When
the operation is a shared data method invocation or a nonblocking action execution the transition relation is

Rsopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ c′(Lcl(t)) = c(Lcl(t)) ∧ sopt(c(Sh), c(Ctl(t))) = (ρ, αt)
∧ c′(Sh) = ρ ∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = αt ∧
∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

If sopt is a blocking action execution, then the transition relation is partitioned into two relations: Rw
sopt and Rx

sopt

where Rw
sopt represents the case that all the guards of the blocking action evaluate to false and therefore the thread t is

suspended, and Rx
sopt represents the case that one of the guards of the blocking action evaluate to true and therefore

thread t executes the action. We define Rw
sopt as:

Rw
sopt = {(c, cw)|c, cw ∈ C ∧ cw(Sh) = c(Sh)

∧ ∀gc ∈ a.GC,¬gc.g(
∏

γ∈Γ c(Sh)(γ)) ∧ cw(Ctl(t)) = w ∧ cw(Lcl(t)) = c(Lcl(t))
∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

where a is the blocking action that suspends the thread t, w is the control point where the thread t starts to wait, and
cw is the program configuration when t is blocked. The transition relation Rx

sopt is defined as:

Rx
sopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C

∧ sopt(c(Sh), c(Ctl(t))) = (ρ, α) ∧ c′(Sh) = ρ
∧ ∃gc ∈ a.GC, gc.g(

∏
γ∈Γ c(Sh)(γ)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = α ∧ c′(Lcl(t)) = c(Lcl(t))

∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

Then, Rsopt = Rw
sopt ∪ Rx

sopt

We define Rlopt , the transition relation for the execution of a local operation by a concurrent thread t as

Rlopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ c′(Sh) = c(Sh) ∧ lopt(c(Lcl(t)), c(Ctl(t))) = (`t, αt)
∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = αt ∧ c′(Lcl(t)) = `t

∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

Recall that, local operations do not affect the shared variables. Therefore, modeling a local operation execution as
an atomic execution does not influence the correctness of the model with respect to synchronization behavior.

We define Reopt , the transition relation for the execution of an environment interaction operation by a concurrent
thread t as

Reopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ c′(Sh) = c(Sh) ∧ eopt(c(Lcl(t)), c(Ctl(t))) = (`t, αt)
∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = αt ∧ c′(Lcl(t)) = `t

∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

For thread creation operation we define the transition relation Rtcopt , where t is the thread performing the operation
tcop and t′′ is the thread created with that operation, as

Rtcopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ tcopt(c(Sh), c(Lcl(t)), c(Ctl(t))) = (ρ, `t, αt, `t′′

0 , αt′′

0 ) ∧ c′(Sh) = ρ

∧ c′(Lcl(t)) = `t ∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = αt ∧ c′(Lcl(t′′)) = `t′′

0 ∧ c′(Ctl(t′′)) = αt′′

0 ∧ c′(T ) = c(T ) ∪ {t′′}
∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

We define Rtdopt , the transition relation for termination operation as

Rtdopt = {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ c′(T ) = c(T ) \ {t} ∧ tdopt(c(Sh), c(Lcl(t)), c(Ctl(t))) = ρ ∧ c′(Sh) = ρ
∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= t ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′)))}

We define a transition relation Reg
which corresponds to the execution of the GUI event eg as follows:

Reg
= {(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C ∧ c′(Sh) = c(Sh) ∧ eg(c(Lcl(te)), c(Ctl(te))) = (`te , αte)

∧ c′(Lcl(te)) = `te ∧ c′(Ctl(te)) = αte

∧ (∀t ∈ c(T ), t 6= te ⇒ c′(Lcl(t)) = c(Lcl(t)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t)) = c(Ctl(t)))}
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The transition relation for an RMI event er captured with an RMI thread tr is defined as:
Rer

= {(c, c′) | c, c′ ∈ Cc′(Sh) = c(Sh) ∧ er(c(Lcl(tr)), c(Ctl(tr))) = (`tr , αtr )
∧ c′(Lcl(tr)) = `tr ∧ c′(Ctl(tr)) = αtr

∧ (∀t′ ∈ c(T ), t′ 6= tr ⇒ c′(Lcl(t′)) = c(Lcl(t′)) ∧ c′(Ctl(t′)) = c(Ctl(t′))}

Finally, the transition relation RP is the union of all of the event and operation execution transition relations for all
of the input events in the program and all of the operations performed by all of the threads. RP =

⋃
opt∈OP t,t∈T Ropt∪

⋃
e∈E Re where T is the set of threads, E is the set of events, and OP t is the set of operations that a thread t can

perform.
An execution of a program P is defined as follows. P starts with the initial configuration c0 = (ρ0, `

tm

0 , αtm

0 , `te

0 , αte

0 ,

`
tr0

0 , α
tr1

0 , `
tr1

0 , α
tr2

0 , . . . , `
trk

0 , α
trk

0 ). The program configuration is updated with input events and operations accord-
ing to the transition relation RP defined above. We represent one step program execution with an input event e as
c

e
−→ c′ where (c, c) ∈ Re. Given an operation op which is not a blocking action execution, we denote the one step

program execution which corresponds to execution of op by thread t as c
opt

−−→ c′ where (c, c′) ∈ Ropt . For a block-
ing action execution, we denote the one step program execution which corresponds to execution of op by thread t as
c

wopt

−−−→ c′ if (c, c′) ∈ Rw
opt and c

opt

−−→ c′ if (c, c′) ∈ Rx
opt . A program execution xp = x0, x1, . . . , xi, xi+1, . . . is a

sequence where the first element x0 is a one step execution starting from the initial configuration c0, and each element
xi in this sequence is of the form xi = ci

label
−−−→ ci+1 with (ci, ci+1) ∈ RP and label is an operation or input event.

3.3.2. Correctness Criteria for Interface and Behavior Verification

In this section we define two projection functions. We use these projection functions in defining the correctness criteria
for interface and behavior verification.

First we introduce a product interface machine Ip for concurrency controller interfaces. Given k controller in-
terfaces I1, I2, . . . , Ik of k concurrency controllers where Ii = (Qi, q0i

, Σi, δi, Fi) and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we define the
product machine as Ip = (Qp, q

p
0 , Σp, δp, F p). The set of states in Ip is Qp = Q1 × Q2 × · · · × Qk. The initial

is q
p
0 = (q01

, q02
, . . . , q0k

). The input alphabet is Σp =
⋃

1≤i≤k Σi and the set of final states is F p = {qp
0}. The

transition function δp is defined as follows. Given a state q ∈ Qp and an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let q[i] ∈ Qi denote the ith
element of q. Given a state q ∈ Qp and an input symbol σ ∈ Σ, the next state is q′ = δp(q, σ) if and only if q′ ∈ Qp

and ∃1 ≤ i ≤ k, s.t. δi(q[i], σ) = q′[i] ∧ (∀1 ≤ j ≤ k, j 6= i ⇒ q[j] = q′[j] = q0j
). Note that, this product machine

encodes the third assumption stated at the beginning of Section 3.3.1, i.e., a thread executes an action of a controller
only if it is at the initial interface state with respect to all other controllers.

Here we introduce our first projection function Π1 : Xp×T → SOp where Xp is the set of all program executions,
T is the set of threads, and SOp is a set of shared operation sequences. Given a program execution xp = x0, x1, . . .
where xp ∈ Xp and a thread t, the function Π1(xp)(t) removes from xp the configurations, input events, and the
operations other than the shared operations performed by t. The projection Π1(xp)(t) is defined recursively as follows.
Let cj be the first program configuration from which t performs a shared operation. I.e., the shared operation at

cj

sopt
0−−−→ cj+1 is the first shared operation performed by t. The projection Π1(x0, . . . , xj−1) is the empty sequence. The

projection Π1(x0, . . . , xj) is sopt
0. The projection Π1(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl+1) for l > j is Π1(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl), sop

t
z

if xl+1 is cl+1
sopt

z−−−→ cl+2. Otherwise, the projection is Π1(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl+1) = Π1(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl).
Recall that, based on the design for verification approach, the shared operations are known and explicit in the pro-

gram. Moreover, these operations are either controller actions or shared data operations according to the concurrency
controller pattern. Therefore, the result of this projection function is a sequence of controller actions and shared data
operations, listed in the order they are performed by t.

Using the product machine definition Ip and the projection Π1 we give the following definition to be used as the
correctness criteria during the interface verification.
Definition 3.1. (Thread Interface Correctness) Let I0, . . . Ik be the interfaces of the concurrency controllers used
by a thread t and Ip be the product machine of these interfaces. The thread t is interface correct if for all xp ∈ Xp,
Π1(xp)(t) is a legal sequence of the product machine Ip.

Before introducing the projection function to be used for behavior verification, we define the obedience of a thread
to the interface of a controller. First we extend the definition of Π1 with a concurrency interface attribute. Given a
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program execution sequence xp, an interface I , and a thread t, Π1(xp)(t)(I) returns the sequence of input symbols
of I in the order they appear in xp. The recursive definition of this projection is similar to the one above. Using this
projection function, we define thread obedience as follows.

Definition 3.2. (Thread Obedience) Given a thread t and a controller interface I , t obeys I if for all execution
sequences xp ∈ Xp, Π1(xp)(t)(I) is a legal sequence of I .
Note that, thread obedience is weaker than the thread correctness since it considers only one controller interface.

Now we define the second projection function Π2. Given a program execution xp = x0, x1, . . . where xp ∈ Xp and
a concurrency controller CC = (Γ, IC, A, I), the function Π2(xp)(CC) computes a projection of xp on the concur-
rency controller CC. Let n be the maximum number of threads in a program execution xp ∈ Xp. Let cj be the program
configuration that has the initial state of the controller CC. (I.e., cj is the first configuration where there exists a store
mapping that maps the concurrency controller to a value other then ⊥ or uninitialized.) The projection Π2(xp)(CC) is
computed recursively as follows. Π2(x0, ..., xj−1)(CC) is the empty sequence. Π2(x0, . . . , xj)(CC)=

∏
γ∈Γ `t

j(γ)×
∏n

q0 where q0 is the initial state of I and t is the thread that initializes the controller. The projection
Π2(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl+1)(CC) is Π2(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl)(CC) if xl+1 is not cl+1

sopt

−−−→ cl+2 for some t ∈ T where
sop is an action of CC. Otherwise, it is computed, assuming that the threads obey I , as follows. Let a ∈ A be the
action for the operation sopt. For each concurrent thread tz ∈ T and tz 6= t, let qtz

be the interface state of tz at the last
element of the sequence Π2(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl)(CC), and let qt be that of t. The next interface state for each thread
tz other than t is q′tz

= qtz
. The next interface state (q′t) of t is q′t = δ(qt, a). Finally, Π2(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl+1)(CC)

is Π2(x0, . . . , xj , . . . , xl)(CC), (
∏

γ∈Γ ρl+1(γ) × q′t ×
∏

t∈T ∧tz 6=t q′tz
).

The condition that all threads obey I is required since the computation of Π2 relies on this assumption to construct
such a sequence. If one of the threads violates this condition, the projection computation cannot find a next interface
state for that thread at the violation point and cannot construct such a sequence.

Theorem 3.3. Let Xp be the set of all executions of P . Given a concurrency controller CC = (Γ, IC, A, I), if all the
threads that use CC obey I = (Q, q0, Σ, δ, F ) then

⋃
xp∈Xp

{Π2(xp)(CC)} is the subset of the set of execution paths
in T (CC)(n), where n is the maximum number of threads in all executions in Xp.

Proof. To prove this theorem, we need to show that if all the threads using CC obey I based on Definition 3.2, then 1)
each element of the sequence produced by Π2(xp)(CC) is an element of ST , and 2) for any two consecutive elements
of the sequence Π2(xp)(CC), say pi and pi+1, there is a tuple (si, si+1) ∈ RT .

The first condition holds trivially by the definition of the projection function since each element of the projection
is in

∏
γ∈Γ DOM(γ)×

∏n
Q which is the definition of ST . Note that, the first element of the sequence resulting from

Π2(xp)(CC) is an element of IT due to the projection function definition. Also, in the projection result, the uncreated
threads are at initial interface state, which is the case in IT , and the interface state of terminated threads do not change.

Now we examine the second condition. Let pi, pi+1 be two consecutive elements of Π2(xp)(CC). Consider the
controller variables in pi and pi+1. Let sopt be the shared operation performed by some thread t that is used during the
computation of pi+1 and let ρi, ρi+1 be the shared store mappings before and after the operation sopt, respectively.
According to the definition of projection function, sop is an action of CC. In the following discussion, we denote this
action as a. Let qt

i be the interface state of t in pi and qt
i+1 be the interface state of t in pi+1. According to the definition

of the projection function, the interface states of all other threads are the same in both pi and pi+1. If t obeys I , then
according to Definition 3.1 there is an interface state δ(qt

i , a) = qt
i+1. Moreover, there is a tuple (si, si+1) ∈ RT where

si+1(γ) = ρi+1(γ) and si(γ) = ρi(γ) for all γ ∈ Γ, si+1(Q)(t) = qt
i+1, si(Q)(t) = qt

i , and si+1(Q− t) = si(Q− t).
Therefore, (pi, pi+1) ∈ RT if t obeys I .

Theorem 3.3 leads to the following.

Corollary 3.4. Given a concurrency controller CC = (Γ, IC, A, I) and a program P that has an instance of CC
accessed by n threads, the ACTL properties verified on transition system T (CC)(n) for the concurrency controller
CC are preserved in P if all the threads are interface correct.
Proof. To show that the ACTL properties of T (CC)(n) are preserved in the program P we need to show that
T (CC)(n) simulates P [15]. For this purpose we define a simulation relation H ⊆ C × ST where C is the con-
figuration set of P and ST is the state set of T (CC)(n). This relation is as follows. H = {(c, s) | c ∈ C ∧ s ∈

ST ∧ (∃xp = x0, x1, . . . , xi, · · · ∈ Xp, xi = ci
label
−−−→ c ∧ Π2(x0, x1, . . . , xi)(CC) = s0, s1, . . . , s)} where Xp

is the set of executions of P . Such a simulation function exists if all the threads are interface correct since the set
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of projection Π2 results for any xp ∈ Xp is a subset of the transition system T (CC)(n) according to Theorem 3.3.
Therefore, the ACTL properties of T (CC)(n) are preserved in the program P .

Based on this corollary, the behavior verification of a concurrency controller is performed on the T (CC)(n) in our
framework.

4. Verification of Concurrency Controllers

In this section, we present our modular verification approach based on the concurrency controller pattern. The verifica-
tion consists of two steps: 1) Behavior verification: Verification of the properties of the concurrency controller classes
assuming that the threads obey the controller interfaces; 2) Interface verification: Verification of the threads that use
the concurrency controllers to make sure that they access the methods of the controllers and the shared data in the
order specified by the interfaces. I.e., during interface verification we check whether there are any interface violations.
In this modular verification strategy the two verification steps are completely decoupled.

4.1. Behavior Verification

In our modular verification approach, during behavior verification it is assumed that there are no interface violations.
Based on this assumption, interfaces are used as environment models. Using controller interfaces we can encapsulate
the controller behavior and perform the verification on this encapsulated behavior separately. Since, interfaces allow
isolation of the behavior, application of domain specific verification techniques (which may not be applicable or scal-
able in general) becomes feasible. These domain specific verification techniques may enable verification of stronger
and more complex properties than that can be achieved by more generic techniques.

During behavior verification of concurrency controllers, the domain specific verification tool we use is the Action
Language Verifier (ALV) [9, 41]. ALV is an infinite state symbolic model checker and can verify specifications with
unbounded integer variables. ALV takes a specification in Action Language and a set of CTL formulas as input. ALV
uses conservative approximation techniques such as widening and truncated fixpoint computations to conservatively
verify or falsify infinite state specifications with respect to the given CTL formulas [9, 41].

To perform behavior verification, the concurrency controllers written based on the concurrency controller pattern
are automatically translated into Action Language. The behavior verification is performed based on the concurrency
controller semantics and the projections discussed in Section 3.

Recall that the behavior of a concurrency controller is specified using the instances of Action class in a guarded
command style, and the required execution order of these actions are specified with the controller interface. Using this
ordering and the definition of actions, each controller action is automatically translated to the atomic actions of the
Action Language. Consider the BB-MUTEX controller discussed in Section 2. An implementation of this concurrency
controller (BBMutexController) with three controller variables is given in Fig. 3. There are three concurrency con-
troller actions and two transitions (take and put) from the shared buffer. The controller interface for BB-MUTEX is
given in Fig. 5. The automatically generated Action Language specification for the BB-MUTEX is given below.
module main()
boolean busy; integer count;
parameterized integer size;
module BBMutex()
enumerated pc {IDLE,RPROD,PROD,RCONS,CONS};
initial: count=0 and busy=false and pc=IDLE;
consume_acquire: pc=IDLE and count>0 and !busy and count’=count-1 and busy’ and pc=RCONS;
produce_acquire: pc=IDLE and count<size and !busy and count’=count+1 and busy’ and pc=RPROD;
release_0: pc=PROD and busy and busy’=false and pc=IDLE;
release_1: pc=CONS and busy and busy’=false and pc=IDLE;
take: pc=RCONS and pc’=CONS;
put: pc=RPROD and pc’=PROD;
BBMutex: consume_acquire | produce_acquire | release_0 | release_1 | take | put;

endmodule
main: BBMutex()| BBMutex()| BBMutex() | BBMutex();

endmodule

A controller specification in Action Language consists of a main module and a submodule. Each instantiation of the
submodule corresponds to a thread. The variables of the main module correspond to the variables of the concurrency
controller. In the above example, the main module has a submodule called BBMutex. Submodule BBMutex models
the threads and corresponds to a thread class in Java. Submodule BBMutex has one local enumerated variable. This
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enumerated variable (pc) keeps track of the thread state which is represented by a state of the controller interface. This
is the only information we need to know about a thread to verify the controller implementation. A thread can only be
in one of the interface states. Each instantiation of a module will create different instantiations of its local variables.

An atomic action in the Action Language defines one execution step using the current-state values for the vari-
ables (denoted as unprimed variables) and the next-state values (denoted as primed variables). Our tool translates the
guard expression of an action to a formula on current-state values, and the update expression to a formula on current-
state and next-state values. As an example, consider the action consume acquire in the BBMutexController class. In
the constructor, this action is defined with one guarded command. The guard expression of this guarded command
is (count>0 && !busy), and the update expression is count = count - 1; busy = true;. In the interface of the
controller the transition associated with consume acquire changes the thread’s state from IDLE to RCONS. Using this
information, the translator constructs the atomic action consume acquire shown in the automatically generated Action
Language specification above. In this example, the state of a thread is altered by the shared buffer as well. The opera-
tions put and take change the thread’s state as shown in the controller interface. These state changes are translated to
put and take actions shown in the above Action Language specification by inspecting the interface implementations
BufferStub and BBMutexStateMachine.

Since Action Language Verifier can handle infinite state systems we are able to verify concurrency controllers
with unbounded integer variables (such as count) or parameterized constants (such as size). When a specification
has a parameterized constant it is verified for all possible values of the parameterized constant (for example, size).
Currently, the variable types supported by the Action Language are integer, boolean, and enumerated (there is also
some support for linked lists). Therefore, we have to restrict the controller variables to these types to verify them with
ALV (we use static integers as enumerated variables in the controller implementations). On the other hand, since the
controller variables only need to store the state information required for synchronization, these basic types have been
sufficient for modeling concurrency controllers we have encountered so far.

4.1.1. Parameterized Verification

We use an automated abstraction technique, called counting abstraction [18], to verify the behavior of a concurrency
controller with respect to arbitrary number of threads. Implementation of counting abstraction for Action Language
specifications is presented by Yavuz-Kahveci et al. [42]. The basic idea is to define an abstract transition system in
which the local states of the threads (corresponding to the states of the controller interface) are abstracted away, but
the number of threads in each interface state is counted by introducing a new integer variable for each interface state.

Given a concurrency controller CC = (Γ, IC, A, I) with an interface I = (Q, q0, Σ, δ, F ), the parameterized
transition system for that concurrency controller T (CC)(p) = (ITp, STp, RTp), where p is a parameterized con-
stant, is defined as follows: The set of states of the parameterized system is defined as STp =

∏
γ∈Γ DOM(γ) ×

∏
cv∈CV DOM(cv)∧ (

∑
cv∈CV cv = p), where CV is the set of integer variables introduced by the counting abstrac-

tion. Each cv ∈ CV corresponds to an interface state q ∈ Q and represents the number of threads in the interface
state q. The initial states and the transition relation of the parameterized system can be defined using linear arithmetic
constraints on these new variables [42]. Below is an excerpt from the parameterized Action Language specification
generated for BB-MUTEX.

module main()
boolean busy; integer count;
parameterized integer size;
parameterized integer numInstance;
module BBMutex()
integer IDLE,RPROD,PROD,RCONS,CONS;
initial: count=0 and busy=false;
initial: IDLE=numInstance and RPROD=0 and PROD=0 and RCONS=0 and CONS=0;
restrict:numInstance>0;
consume_acquire: IDLE>0 and count>0 and !busy and

count’=count-1 and busy’ and RCONS’=RCONS+1 and IDLE’=IDLE-1;
produce_acquire: IDLE>0 and count<size and !busy and

count’=count+1 and busy’ and RPROD’=RPROD+1 and IDLE’=IDLE-1;
release_0: PROD>0 and busy and busy’=false and IDLE’=IDLE+1 and PROD’=PROD-1;
release_1: CONS>0 and busy and busy’=false and IDLE’=IDLE+1 and CONS’=CONS-1;
take: RCONS>0 and CONS’=CONS+1 and RCONS=RCONS-1;
put: RPROD>0 and PROD’=PROD+1 and RPROD’=RPROD-1;
BBMutex: consume_acquire | produce_acquire | release_0 | release_1 | take | put;

endmodule
main: BBMutex();

endmodule
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In this parameterized specification, the integer variable IDLE denotes the number of threads in the interface state
IDLE. A parameterized integer constant, numInstance, denotes the number of threads. This parameterized constant is
restricted to be positive. When the above specification is verified with ALV the results hold for any valuation of this
parameterized constant (i.e. the results are valid for any number of threads).

4.2. Interface Verification

During interface verification, we check whether the assumption used during behavior verification is guaranteed by the
threads that use the concurrency controllers, i.e., we check that each thread that uses a controller obeys the interface of
that controller. In Section 3, we formalized the correctness criteria for this step. The threads should follow the action
orderings defined by the interfaces of the concurrency controllers and should access the shared data protected by these
controllers at the allowed interface states specified in the data stubs.

Specifying the interfaces uniformly, using finite state machines, enables us to handle interface verification using
a uniform verification technique. Therefore, during interface verification, it is more suitable to use the generic verifi-
cation techniques developed for the purpose of applying model checking directly to existing programming languages.
We use the model checker Java PathFinder (JPF) [39] for this purpose.

JPF is an explicit and finite state model checker for Java. It enables the verification of arbitrary pure Java implemen-
tations without any restrictions on data types. JPF supports property specifications via assertions that are embedded
into the source code. It exhaustively traverses all possible execution paths for assertion violations. If JPF finds an
assertion violation during verification, it produces a counter-example which is a program trace leading to that viola-
tion. In addition, JPF provides two nondeterminism utilities: Verify.random and Verify.randomBool. These utilities
are used in thread isolation as well as in the finite state machine implementations. At verification time, JPF system-
atically analyzes the program for every value created by these utilities, i.e., JPF searches the program’s state space
exhaustively.

The interface verification with JPF relies on the assertions embedded in the finite state machine implementation
StateMachine and the assertions in the data stubs SharedStub (see Fig. 2). These classes provide the interface specifi-
cations for the controllers. During interface verification, we use the interfaces as stubs to abstract the controller behav-
ior that is verified during behavior verification. The stub substitution is performed as follows. We replace Controller

classes with ControllerStateMachine classes implementing the ControllerInterface Java interface and shared data
classes with SharedStub classes implementing the SharedInterface Java interface. With this transformation, the con-
currency controller actions are directed to the transition method of the StateMachine and the shared data accesses
are directed to the shared stub methods. In addition, during the verification of the threads for interface violations there
is no need to consider interleavings of different threads since we are only interested in the order of calls to the con-
troller methods by each individual thread, and since the only interaction among different threads is through shared
objects that are protected using the concurrency controllers. In other words, we can verify each thread in isolation.

JPF model checks the resulting program after the stub substitution. When an action of concurrency controller is
invoked, the transition method of StateMachine asserts that this action execution is valid at the current interface
state using the transitions defined by ControllerStateMachine. Recall the shared buffer example protected with BB-
MUTEX controller. When a thread invokes the produce acquire action, the state machine asserts that the thread is in
the interface state IDLE as encoded in the BBMutexStateMachine in Fig. 6 (a). When a shared stub method is invoked,
JPF checks if this access is allowed at the current interface state which is defined as an assertion within the SharedStub
class. For example, when a thread of the concurrent buffer example invokes the put method, JPF checks whether the
thread is in the interface state RPROD as encoded in the BufferStub in Fig. 6 (b). If there is an assertion violation,
then there is an interface violation and JPF outputs the counter-example leading to that violation. A concurrent thread
implementation is interface correct if JPF does not report any assertion violations.

During the interface verification with JPF, we achieve improvements in the efficiency due to the following rea-
sons. The usage of controller interfaces instead of concurrency controllers reduces the state space dramatically since
ControllerStateMachine classes do not contain the controller variables, locks and associated synchronization state-
ments. Another factor is the usage of shared data stubs that do not contain actual data manipulation operations. More-
over, the use of controller interfaces and stubs with JPF’s nondeterminism utilities abstracts the influences of the
environment on the thread behavior. Therefore, we are able to perform interface verification on each thread separately.
This isolation eliminates the need to consider all possible thread interleavings. Because of these factors, we achieve
significant state space reductions leading to a significant improvement in the efficiency and scalability.
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Fig. 8. Concurrent Editor architecture

Fig. 9. Concurrent Editor screen shot

5. Case Study and Experiments

In this section, we present the application of our design for verification approach with concurrency controllers to a
concurrent text editor implementation, called Concurrent Editor. Concurrent Editor allows multiple users to edit a
shared document at the same time as long as they are editing different paragraphs. Concurrent Editor is implemented
as a distributed system that consists of a server node and a number of client nodes (one client node per user). Each
node in this structure has its own copy of the shared document (Fig. 8).

Concurrent Editor maintains a consistent view of the shared document among the client nodes and the server. Users
get write access to paragraphs of the document by clicking on the WriteLock button in the graphical user interface
(GUI). Fig. 9 shows a screen shot. When WriteLock button is clicked, it generates a request for write access to the
paragraph the cursor is on. When the request is granted, the color of the paragraph is changed to indicate that it is
editable. A user can edit a paragraph only if she has the write access to that paragraph. Multiple users are able to edit
different paragraphs of the document concurrently, i.e., each user is able to see the changes made by the other users as
they occur. If a user wants to make sure that a paragraph does not change while reading it, she clicks the ReadLock
button in the GUI. When a user has read access to a paragraph, other users can also have read access to that paragraph,
but no other user can have write access to that paragraph. When a user has write access to a paragraph, no other user
can have read or write access to that paragraph. All users have a copy of (and can see) the whole document, including
the paragraphs they do not have read or write access. The GUI also provides ReadUnlock and WriteUnlock buttons
to release the read and write accesses, respectively. Finally, the document is saved only when a consensus is reached
among all client nodes.

5.1. Designing and Implementing the Concurrent Editor

When the above specification is given to a Java programmer, she has to consider both concurrent and remote accesses
to the shared document. One can handle the remote access using the Java remote method invocation (RMI) and a
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Fig. 10. Concurrent Editor class diagram

collaborative infrastructure where all client nodes register to a mediator through which the clients communicate [33]
(see Fig. 8).

A number of synchronization issues need to be considered to handle the concurrent accesses to the shared docu-
ment. Let us first focus on coordinating concurrent access to a single paragraph in the shared document. A naive solu-
tion is to declare all methods of the paragraph as synchronized, which is obviously not efficient. If mutual exclusion
is enforced at every method, a client node requesting a read access will be blocked by another client node requesting
the same access. The programmer needs to use a reader-writer lock (RW) to achieve a more efficient synchronization.
A common methodology is encapsulating the synchronization policy within the shared data implementation, e.g., im-
plementing the write method of the paragraph so that it acquires and releases the write lock implicitly. However, this
methodology contradicts with the requirements of the Concurrent Editor, since it forces the write lock to be acquired at
every write request. Therefore, the programmer needs to separate the lock acquisition from the actual write operation.
A welcome side effect of this separation is that the programmer can change the paragraph implementation without
affecting the synchronization policy. Similarly, one synchronization policy could be replaced with another without
changing the paragraph implementation.

Another synchronization constraint that arises in this implementation is the following. While protecting the shared
document, we cannot afford to suspend a client. Otherwise, the whole application will stall due to the collaborative
infrastructure. To prevent the stalling of a client node, we need a separate worker thread to acquire the locks from the
server node. This way, whenever the server node forces the requesting thread to wait, it does not suspend the client
node. The use of a worker thread generates the need for a buffer for passing the requests between the client node and
the worker threads, and the buffer needs to be protected by a synchronization policy. It is clear that the accesses to this
buffer should be mutually exclusive. In this application, however, a mutual-exclusion (MUTEX) lock is not enough.
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We need a conditional wait for worker threads when the buffer is empty. We also need to put a bound to the buffer
size to provide a reasonable response time to the user. Therefore, we protect this buffer by using a bounded buffer
synchronized with a mutex lock (BB-MUTEX). In this synchronization policy, if a thread wants to take an item from
the buffer it would wait while the buffer is empty. This policy also restricts the number of threads accessing the buffer,
e.g., at any given time only one producer or consumer thread can access the buffer.

We have implemented the Concurrent Editor based on the concurrency controller pattern while considering the
above constraints and issues. Fig. 10 shows the class diagram of our Concurrent Editor implementation using the
concurrency controller pattern. The server node has a document of type ServerDocument. Mutually exclusive access to
server document is ensured by a MUTEX controller. The server document consists of a number of paragraph elements.
Each paragraph is associated with a unique reader-writer controller (RW) coordinating the read and write accesses to
that paragraph. This node also has a barrier controller (BARRIER) which is used whenever a save request is issued by
one of the users. A document is saved to disk only if a consensus is reached among all the users of the document.

A client node has a graphical user interface (GUI) with an editable text area and seven buttons (see Fig. 9). The
text area is of type JTextPane containing a document of type ClientDocument. Both the text pane and the document
are protected with MUTEX controllers. The text of the client document is a copy of the server document. There is
an event thread (EventDispatchThread) running on the client side. In addition to the event thread, each paragraph
element in the client document is associated with a unique worker thread created by the event thread. Each worker
thread communicates with ElementRMI object of the corresponding paragraph in the server node via RMI calls. The
ElementRMI object handles the remote accesses to the reader-writer controller of the corresponding paragraph in the
server node. The communication between the event thread and the worker thread for a paragraph is via a communica-
tion buffer associated with that paragraph. The access to this buffer is controlled by a bounded-buffer mutex controller
(BB-MUTEX). The interfaces of the concurrency controllers used both in client and server node of the Concurrent
Editor implementation, other than the interface of BB-MUTEX, are shown in Fig. 11.

5.2. Behavior Verification Results

In order to verify the behavior of the concurrency controllers with ALV we need a list of properties to specify the
correct behavior of the controllers. We allow the ACTL properties for the controllers to be either inserted directly
to the generated Action Language specification or written as annotations in the controller classes (which are then
automatically inserted into the Action Language translation).

The properties of the concurrency controllers used in the Concurrent Editor are shown in Table 1. The first row is
the property for the BARRIER controller. The rows marked with PMUTEX1–12 shows the properties for the MUTEX
controller. The properties PMUTEX1 and PMUTEX2 only refer to the controller variables. For example, the global
property PMUTEX1 states that whenever busy is true, it must eventually be false. The remaining properties for this
controller refer to both the controller variables and to the states of the threads. Note that the representation of the
thread state is different in the concrete and the abstract Action Language specifications. The properties PMUTEX3–
7 are for concrete specifications and refer to concrete thread states. For example, the property PMUTEX3 states that
whenever a thread is in the LOCKED state it will eventually reach the IDLE state. The properties PMUTEX8–12 are for the
parameterized instances with counting abstraction and refer to the integer variables IDLE and LOCKED which represent
the number of threads in the interface state IDLE and LOCKED, respectively. For example, property PMUTEX8 states
that whenever the number of threads that are in the LOCKED state is greater than zero, the value of the variable busy

is false. There is a similar classification of the properties for the RW controller. The properties PRW1–3 only refer to
the controller variables, which are the integer variable nR denoting the number of readers in the critical section and the
boolean variable busy denoting if there is a writer in the critical section. For example, the global property RP1 states
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Table 1. Properties of the concurrency controllers

PBARRIER ∀x AG((HUNG = x ∧ count < limit) ⇒ AX(HUNG ≥ x))

PMUTEX1 AG(busy ⇒ AF (¬busy))
PMUTEX2 AG(¬busy ⇒ AF (busy))

PMUTEX3 AG(pc = LOCKED ⇒ AF (pc = IDLE))
PMUTEX4 AG(¬(pc1 = LOCKED ∧ pc2 = LOCKED))
PMUTEX5 AG(pc = LOCKED ⇒ busy)
PMUTEX6 AG(¬busy ⇒ pc = IDLE)
PMUTEX7 AG(¬(pc1 = LOCKED ∧ pc2 = LOCKED))

PMUTEX8 AG(LOCKED > 0 ⇒ busy)
PMUTEX9 AG(¬busy ⇒ IDLE > 0)
PMUTEX10 AG(LOCKED > 0 ⇒ AF (IDLE > 0))
PMUTEX11 AG(!(LOCKED > 2))
PMUTEX12 AG(LOCKED ≥ 0 ∧ LOCKED ≤ 1)

PBB-MUTEX1 ∀x AG((count = x ∧ pc 6= IDLE) ⇒ AX(count = x))
PBB-MUTEX2 AG(count ≥ 0 ∧ count ≤ size)

PRW1 AG(busy ⇒ nR = 0)
PRW2 AG(busy ⇒ AF (¬busy))
PRW3 ∀x AG(nR = x ∧ nR > 0 ⇒ AF (nR 6= x))

PRW4 AG(pc = WRITE ⇒ AF (pc = IDLE))
PRW5 AG(¬(pc1 = READ ∧ pc2 = WRITE))
PRW6 AG(¬(pc1 = WRITE ∧ pc2 = WRITE))
PRW7 AG(pc1 = READ ⇒ nR > 0)
PRW8 AG(pc1 = WRITE ⇒ busy)

PRW9 AG(WRITE > 0 ⇒ AF (WRITE = 0))
PRW10 AG(¬(READ > 0 ∧ WRITE > 0))
PRW11 AG(¬(WRITE > 1))
PRW12 AG(WRITE = 1 ⇔ busy)
PRW13 ∀x AG(READ = x ∧ READ > 0 ⇒ AF (READ 6= x))
PRW14 AG(READ = nR)

Table 2. Behavior verification performance for concrete instances with 8 threads and for parameterized instances

Instance Time (s) Memory(MB) P-Time(s) P-Memory(MB)

BARRIER 0.07 1.45 0.01 0.51
MUTEX 0.02 0.41 0.03 0.98
BB-MUTEX 1.65 19.35 0.27 1.46
RW 2.26 6.33 8.10 12.05

that whenever busy is true nR must be zero. The properties PRW4–8 are for concrete specifications and refer to concrete
thread states. For example, the property RP4 states that whenever a thread is in the WRITE state it will eventually reach
the IDLE state. The properties PRW9–14 are for the parameterized instances and refer to the integer variables which
represent the number of threads in a particular state. For example property PRW14 states that at any time the number
of threads that are in the reading state is the same as the value of the variable nR. The properties for the BB-MUTEX
controller are marked as PBB-MUTEX1 and PBB-MUTEX2. Note that, the controller BB-MUTEX should also satisfy
the properties of the MUTEX (PMUTEX1–12). Note that, five of the properties shown in Table 1 contain universally
quantified integer variables. We are able to check such properties with ALV by declaring the universally quantified
variables as parameterized constants.

We applied the presented behavior verification technique with ALV to the concurrency controllers used in the
Concurrent Editor. Table 2 shows the performance of ALV for two generated instances of each of these concurrency
controllers: one concrete instance with 8 threads and one parameterized instance using counting abstraction. The
verification results for the parameterized instances are stronger compared to the concrete cases since they indicate that
the verified properties hold for arbitrary number of threads. We verified all of the associated properties given in Table
1 with ALV for each concrete and parameterized concurrency controller instance. In this table, the first two columns
(Time and Memory) show the time and memory consumed for the verification of the concrete instances with 8 threads
and the last two columns (P-Time and P-Memory) show the time and memory consumed for the verification of the
parameterized instances.
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Table 3. Interface verification performance

Node-Thread Time(s) Memory(MB)

Server-Main 2.77 3.20
Server-RMI 185.85 67.14
Server-ElementRMI 3.28 2.79
Client-Main 2.92 3.87
Client-RMI 229.18 127.94
Client-Event 1636.62 139.48
Client-Worker 5.13 8.02

For these concurrency controllers, the behavior verification took a small amount of time and used a fraction of the
memory. This is true even for the parameterized instances.

5.3. Interface Verification Results

We have performed interface verification to ensure that there are no interface violations in the implementation of
the Concurrent Editor. First we have identified the threads in the implementation. Recall that, the Concurrent Editor is
comprised of a client node and a server node. The client node of Concurrent Editor contains a main thread, two implicit
threads (event thread and RMI thread), and explicitly created worker threads. The server node contains a main thread,
one RMI thread per client, and another RMI thread per paragraph serving the remote calls initiated by the worker
threads. We performed interface verification on each thread separately. Table 3 shows the JPF performance during the
interface verification for each of these threads. The server threads are labeled with Server and the client threads are
labeled with Client.

In the client node, the main thread does not modify any shared data. This thread only instantiates the client ap-
plication and opens an RMI connection, which is an environment interaction operation (eop) and modeled with stubs
by using JPF’s nondeterminism utilities. The event thread interacts with its environment through shared operations,
which are modeled by interfaces, and a number of input events, which are modeled within drivers. A driver is a simple
program with a main function that creates, in a loop, input events selected nondeterministically via JPF’s utilities.
During our experiments, since the client has a large number of GUI components and JPF exhausts memory for all
possible event lengths, we used a driver which only generates all possible GUI event sequences of length 2. The other
implicit thread, the RMI thread, is responsible for serving 5 different kinds of RMI input events. The rest of the threads
in the client node are the worker threads. Note that these threads share the same class definition. Therefore, we can
perform interface verification on one worker instance and generalize the result for all worker threads since we reflect
the influences of other threads with controller interfaces and thread creation model. In the server node, the main thread
does not modify any shared data as well. The RMI threads for serving the client nodes interact with their environ-
ment through 7 kinds of RMI input events and shared operations. The RMI threads for paragraphs interact with their
environment through 4 kinds of RMI input events.

During the interface verification of Concurrent Editor we have discovered several interface violation errors. One
group of these errors was caused by not calling the correct controller method before accessing the shared data. Another
group of errors was a violation of the controller call sequence because of the incorrectly handled exception blocks.
Our experience shows the necessity of the interface verification and also shows that such errors can be captured in a
realistic system such as the Concurrent Editor. In [6] this verification approach is applied to verification of a safety
critical air traffic control software and the results obtained there also confirm this view.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our modular verification approach we conducted another experiment. We
verified the concurrency controllers used in the case study with JPF without using controller interfaces as stubs.
Table 4 shows the JPF performance for these controllers. For this experiment, the user threads are kept simple. The
threads execute concurrency controller actions and invoke the shared stub methods in an infinite loop. There are no
other computations. In this experiment, all the threads obeyed the controller interfaces. We used both depth-first and
breadth-first search heuristics of JPF. The column labeled TN-S shows the number of user threads and the buffer size
(for BB-MUTEX). For the rest of the controllers this column shows the number of user threads only. The memory usage
is shown in the column labeled M, and the execution time is displayed in the column labeled T. For the BB-MUTEX
case it is not possible to verify the original specification using a program checker such as JPF since the size of the
buffer is an unspecified constant. To evaluate the performance of JPF we picked a fixed buffer size in the experiments
reported in Table 4. Although the memory usage is low, the time spent grew exponentially because of the state space
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Table 4. Performance of JPF without using interfaces as stubs

DFS BFS
Instance TN-S T(s) M(MB) T(s) M(MB)

BB-MUTEX 2 – 2 33.96 5.77 39.59 6.78
BB-MUTEX 2 – 3 42.66 9.06 57.58 5.65
BB-MUTEX 2 – 4 63.99 9.81 84.49 6.69
BB-MUTEX 2 – 5 119.02 16.38 121.34 8.85
BB-MUTEX 2 – 6 115.24 14.59 152.64 20.55
BB-MUTEX 2 – 7 151.17 25.00 199.60 20.18
BB-MUTEX 3 – 2 1133.76 35.95 ↑ ↑
RW 2 10.88 6.64 13.42 4.74
RW 3 262.20 16.05 332.24 16.49
RW 4 8017.89 172.92 13298.37 212.19
RW 5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
MUTEX 2 18.05 4.79 8.43 5.30
MUTEX 3 163.74 8.75 145.14 30.80
MUTEX 4 4316.94 86.28 4187.76 97.88
MUTEX 5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
BARRIER 2 12.34 4.4 13.75 2.8
BARRIER 3 95.93 5.51 72.62 9.68
BARRIER 4 1852.92 31.10 1511.28 60.10
BARRIER 5 35364.32 500.61 ↑ ↑

explosion. The memory usage is low since there is only one item instance and the same instance is inserted into the
buffer numerous times in this experiment. If there were different item instances inserted to the buffer, the memory
consumption would be much greater. The table also shows the performance when we increase the number of threads.
For the BB-MUTEX case, when there are 3 user threads with buffer size 3, JPF spent more than 2 hours for both
heuristics (denoted by ↑). For the rest of the concurrency controllers the performance of JPF dropped dramatically
when the number of user threads increased because of the increase in the number of possible interleavings. JPF cannot
handle these controllers when there are 5 user threads as shown in the table. On the other hand, the presented interface
verification for the very same threads was performed successfully without exhausting the memory. The threads of
BB-MUTEX were verified in 6.21 seconds and used 8.92 MB memory. The threads of RW were verified in 6.21 seconds
and used 8.92 MB memory. The threads of BARRIER were verified in 2.80 seconds and used 3.25 MB memory. The
threads of MUTEX were verified in 2.90 seconds and used 3.52 MB memory. When using controller interfaces as stubs,
the reachable state spaces become finite and we do not have to consider all possible thread interleavings. Therefore,
we have achieved a significant state space reduction; thus, a dramatic improvement in the efficiency of the interface
verification.

6. Related Work

Earlier work on design for verification focused on verification of UML models [36] and use of design patterns in
improving the efficiency of automated verification techniques [32]. Sharygina et al. [36] focus on verification of UML
models, whereas we focus on verification of programs. Similar to our work, Mehlitz et al. [32] also suggest using
design patterns in improving the efficiency of the automated verification. Our interface-based modular verification
technique, however, is different and does not overlap with their approach [32, 31]. ESC Java [21] uses an approach
based on design by contract and automated theorem proving which is similar to what we are proposing in this paper
for model checking.

There has been other work on stateful interfaces. In [13] interfaces of software modules are specified as a set
of constraints, and algorithms for interface compatibility checking are developed. DeLine et al. [16, 17] extend type
systems with stateful interfaces and suggest an approach in which interface checking is treated as a part of type
checking. Interface discovery and synthesis in which stateful interfaces are extracted by analyzing existing code are
also studied [40, 1]. We use finite state machines to specify interfaces as a part of a design pattern and verify both the
controller behavior and conformance to interface specifications.

Assume guarantee style verification of software components has also been studied [34] in which LTL formulas are
used to specify the environment (i.e., the interface) of a component. Unlike specifying the interface with LTL formulas,
in our approach, we use finite state machines for specifying interfaces and apply an interface-based assume-guarantee
style verification. Automated environment generation for software components has been investigated using techniques
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such as inserting nondeterminism into the code and eliminating or restricting the input arguments by using side effect
and points-to analyses [23, 37, 38].

Similar to our modularity in the interface verification, Flanagan et al. [22] presents a thread-modular reasoning
and verifies each thread separately with respect to safety properties. The effects of other threads are modeled as
environment assumptions whereas we use stubs and drivers to reflect these effects. Besides, we check the thread
behavior against the interface rules and leave the assurance of the safety properties to behavior verification.

Design patterns for multi-threaded systems have been studied extensively. For example, Schmidt et al. [35] present
several interrelated patterns, including synchronization and concurrency patterns, for building concurrent and network
systems. Some of these patterns, such as Active Object, Monitor Object and Strategized locking pattern, are closely
related to our concurrency controller pattern. Lea [29] also discusses several design patterns for concurrent object
oriented programming and their usage in Java programs. All these patterns are built to help developers in writing
reliable concurrent programs. Our goal, on the other hand, is to present a design pattern which improves the verifiability
of concurrent programs by automated tools. In addition to introducing a verifiable design pattern for concurrency, we
also propose a modular verification technique that exploits the presented design pattern.

Lea [29] also provides a package of Java solutions for commonly used synchronization policies. Our concurrency
controller implementations could be interpreted as a generalization of this framework. Our framework enables cus-
tomized solutions for customized synchronization policies. A developer can write her own synchronization policy
without much effort when she faces a new problem which requires a customized solution.

Deng et al. [19] propose a pattern system. The patterns in their system are idioms that are used for specifying a
synchronization policy in a high-level language. These specifications are also used as abstractions when extracting
the model of the program with the synthesized code to reduce the cost of automated verification. In our approach,
we achieve the state space reduction during interface checking by replacing the controller implementations with the
controller interfaces that serve as stubs. Although these approaches may seem similar, there are two important differ-
ences. The first difference is that, the properties verified during behavior verification are not restricted to invariants.
The other difference is that our approach is modular. During interface verification, we only check the correct usage
of the concurrency controllers. Since the controller is guaranteed to satisfy the given synchronization properties, after
behavior verification, interface verification does not have to search for synchronization errors and does not have to
generate all possible interleavings of the concurrent threads.

To avoid the error-prone usage of low-level synchronization primitives, the recently released J2SE 5.0 includes a
concurrency utilities package [28]. The package involves a Lock interface and a ReadWriteLock among other utilities.
Similar to our framework, developers can create their own synchronization policies by implementing these interfaces.
The verification approach enabled by the concurrency controller pattern can be adapted to automated verification of
these custom implementations. With the concurrency utilities package, the lock acquisitions in the programs have to
be explicit as well. Interface verification can be used to detect errors such as missing lock operations and unprotected
data access.

Model checking finite state abstractions of programs has been studied by several researchers [11, 2, 12, 20, 30]. We
present a modular verification approach where behavior and interface checking are separated based on the interface
specification provided by the programmer. Also, we use infinite state verification techniques for behavior verification
instead of constructing finite state models via abstraction.

Yavuz-Kahveci et al. [42] specify concurrency controllers directly in Action Language. We eliminate the overhead
of writing specifications in a specification language by introducing the concurrency controller pattern. Also, the authors
do not address controller interfaces and interface verification to check the assumptions of concurrency controller
behavior on the code.

This paper builds on our earlier work on the concurrency controller pattern [5] and design for verification [8]. Our
main contribution in the current paper is to provide a formal model for behavior and interface verification techniques.
This model enables us to formalize the modular verification strategy that is crucial for the scalability of the presented
approach.

7. Conclusion

Our results in this paper demonstrate that model checking can be effective in verification of synchronization oper-
ations in concurrent programs when it is combined with a design for verification approach that facilitates scalable
verification. The design for verification approach presented in this paper builds on the concurrency controller pattern.
Concurrency controller pattern enables modular verification of concurrency controllers by decoupling their behaviors
and interfaces. Modularization of the verification task improves its efficiency and enables us to combine different
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verification techniques with their associated strengths. We believe that the presented design for verification approach
can be extended to other application domains using behavioral design patterns that support stateful interfaces and by
developing modular verification techniques that exploit such interfaces.
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